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He fights fires for a living.He fights fires for a living.

A devilishly sexy rebel.A devilishly sexy rebel.

Mr. Casanova.Mr. Casanova.

And my stepbrother.And my stepbrother.

Totally taboo... right?Totally taboo... right?

NOW A TOP 50 AMAZON BESTSELLER!NOW A TOP 50 AMAZON BESTSELLER!

I wanted Caleb to be my first.I wanted Caleb to be my first.

Instead, I got my heart broken.Instead, I got my heart broken.

Years later and he's back to torment me.Years later and he's back to torment me.

Because now he's my patient.Because now he's my patient.

And a grown man.And a grown man.

The kind that saves cats from trees and children from fires.The kind that saves cats from trees and children from fires.

I wonder if he can do something about the fire burning deep inside me.I wonder if he can do something about the fire burning deep inside me.

Is it wrong that I want to play with his long... hose?Is it wrong that I want to play with his long... hose?

One thing's for sure: I can't fall hard for my stepbrother again - no matter how much I want him to save my kitty.One thing's for sure: I can't fall hard for my stepbrother again - no matter how much I want him to save my kitty.

50,000+ words in this full length standalone second chance stepbrother/fire fighter romance. Brand new 30,00050,000+ words in this full length standalone second chance stepbrother/fire fighter romance. Brand new 30,000

word stepbrother romance bonus included: Taboo Lover. Grab your copy today.word stepbrother romance bonus included: Taboo Lover. Grab your copy today.
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